Accelerated Long-Term Forgetting: Prolonged Delayed Recognition as Sensitive Measurement for Different Profiles of Long-Term Memory and Metacognitive Confidence in Stroke Patients
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Abstract

Objective: Deficits in episodic memory are frequently reported after ischemic stroke. In standard clinical care, episodic memory is assessed after a 20–30 min delay, with abnormal memory decay over this period being characterized as rapid forgetting (RF). Previous studies have shown abnormal forgetting over a prolonged interval (days to weeks) despite normal acquisition, referred to as accelerated long-term forgetting (ALF).

Method: We examined whether ALF is present in stroke patients (N = 91) using immediate testing (T1), testing after a short delay (20–30 min, T2), and testing after a prolonged delay (one week, T3). Based on performance compared to matched controls (N = 85), patients were divided into (1) patients without forgetting, (2) patients with RF between T1 and T2, and (3) patients with ALF at T3. Furthermore, confidence ratings were assessed.

Results: ALF was present in a moderate amount of stroke patients (17%), but ALF was even more prevalent in our stroke sample than RF after a 20–30 min delay (which was found in only 13% of our patients). Patients reported a lower confidence for their responses, independent of their actual performance.

Conclusions: Adding a one-week delayed measurement may potentially assist in identifying patients with memory decrements that may otherwise go undetected.
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INTRODUCTION

Deficits in episodic memory are among the frequent complications after ischemic stroke (Snaphaan & de Leeuw, 2007). Depending on the location, volume, and number of infarcts, encoding, consolidation, - and/or retrieval of verbal and visual information may be compromised (Lim & Alexander, 2009; Saczynski et al., 2009). Most episodic memory tasks rely on an acquisition phase, followed by an immediate recall test and/or recognition trial (T1), as well as a delayed recall test and/or recognition trial after approximately 20–30 min (T2) in order to assess long-term memory retrieval (Lezak, Howieson, Bigler & Tranel, 2012). Such a 20–30 min delay, however, may be too short to capture all deficits in long-term memory processes. This might partly explain why subjective memory complaints that are often reported after stroke are not always fully substantiated by performance measures, especially in the case of accelerated long-term forgetting (ALF; Butler & Zeman, 2008; Elliott, Isaac, & Muhlert, 2014; Geurts, van der Werf, & Kessels, 2019).

The concept of ALF refers to an accelerated forgetting rate over longer delays (days to weeks) despite normal acquisition (Elliott et al., 2014). ALF is typically assessed by adding a distant third delayed test (T3) for recall/recognition. Individuals with ALF typically perform in the normal range on T1 and T2, but show significant impairments at T3 when compared to controls. Decreased performance, specifically at T3 (i.e., the presence of ALF), may reflect deficits in later stages of memory formation that are not captured with the standard delay of 20–30 min (Geurts, van der Werf, & Kessels, 2015). In the field of epilepsy, different time intervals, ranging from one day to six weeks, have been studied in...
relation to ALF (Hoefefijzers, Dewar, Della Sala, Zeman, & Butler, 2013). The addition of such a long-delay measure-
ment increased the sensitivity of memory tasks to identify
patients with left temporal lobe epilepsy who experienced
memory complaints in daily life (Blake, Wroe, Breen, &
McCarthy, 2000). The patients performed in the unimpaired
range on standard neuropsychological memory assessments,
while showing significant increased long-term forgetting
after an 8-week delay on a verbal memory task. Similarly,
Fitzgerald, Thayer, Mohamed, and Miller (2013) found that
the performance on a verbal memory task with extended
delays of 24 h and 4 days was related to self-reported every-
day memory complaints, whereas a 30-minute delay was not
correlated with these complaints.

The underlying rationale is that during system consolida-
tion, the circuitry that supports the memory reorganizes over
time (Squire, Genzel, Wixted, & Morris, 2015). Different the-
ories on memory consolidation diverge on their views on the
reliance of memories on the hippocampus over time. During a
20–30-minute interval after initial encoding, consolidation
may already take place (Dudai, 2012), but the time frame
of the full consolidation process is unclear and might even
be an ongoing process in which remote memories may con-
tinue to recruit hippocampal processing when retrieved
(Dudai, 2012; Sekeres, Moscovitch, & Winocur, 2017).
Since the full consolidation process might extend over such
a protracted period of time, it is likely that the current default
delay of 20–30 min does not cover all implicated memory
processes.

There are currently two accounts for ALF compared to
classic hippocampal amnesia, the latter being characterized by
rapid forgetting (RF) (i.e., decay which is already present
after a 20–30-minute delay, which for instance is observed in
Alzheimer’s dementia; Weintraub, Wicklund, & Salmon,
2012). The qualitative difference account suggests that
ALF and classic hippocampal amnesia are two functionally
distinct deficits, caused by different underlying mechanism
(e.g. Fitzgerald et al., 2013). In this single dissociation,
ALF patients show a similar memory performance at T2 com-
pared to healthy individuals, but faster forgetting over longer
delays. According to the quantitative difference account,
ALF is forgetting that starts with subtle early retention defi-
cits that progressively accelerate (Cassel & Kopelman, 2019;
Cassel, Morris, Koutroumanidis, & Kopelman, 2016). This
account states that classic hippocampal amnesia and ALF
only differ with respect to their severity. It might be that
the strength of the memory representation in ALF patients
is already weaker at T2, but at that point yet too subtle to
be detected.

An indirect proxy for the strength of a memory can be
obtained from a measure of accuracy combined with a con-
fidence rating (Migo, Mayes, & Montaldi, 2012). Higher con-
fidence ratings are more often based on recollection or strong
familiarity, while lower confidence ratings are almost entirely
based on weaker familiarity (Migo et al., 2012). Although
differences in memory confidence ratings are often related
to accurate or inaccurate responding, several studies show
that some participants tend to express more confidence than
others, unrelated to their accuracy but dependent on subject-
specific factors (e.g. Kantner & Dobbins, 2019; Kantner &
Lindsay, 2014; Kelemen, Frost, & Weaver, 2000). A factor
that is possibly related to confidence is the perception of one’s
own memory functioning. Geurts et al. (2019) demonstrated
that TIA and minor stroke patients who performed normal on
a verbal memory task after a short delay, but significantly
worse than controls one week later, did not report more
memory complaints than controls. In fact, patients who
reported to be more content with their memory actually
showed more forgetting over time. In contrast, healthy con-
trols who were more content with their memory showed less
forgetting over time. The authors suggest that healthy con-
trols may be better at estimating their own memory function-
ing in comparison to the patients, but confidence ratings were
not included in that study. Confidence ratings independent of
accuracy give insight in subject-related factors, like perceived
memory function, while the relation between accuracy and
confidence provides information on memory strength.

So far, research into ALF in stroke patients is limited. The
aim of the present study is twofold. One is to provide more
insight into the prevalence of ALF after stroke. The second
is to assess the relationship between memory performance and
confidence ratings after different delays. To this end, a
newly devised online set-up of a visual recognition task
was administered in a large post-stroke patient group with
supratentorial lesions. On the one hand, stroke may result
in wide-spread disruptions of network activation, indepen-
dent of the exact location of the lesion, on the other hand,
stroke results in focal lesions that may be in a key region
for episodic memory (Adhikari et al., 2017). Consequently,
we hypothesize that episodic memory function can differ
between stroke patients as a group and healthy controls,
but also within stroke patients. Therefore, healthy participants
were compared to stroke patients as one group, and to patients
divided into three sub-groups: 1) patients without forgetting
(no forgetting; NF), 2) patients with RF between T1 and T2,
and 3) patients with ALF.

First, we hypothesize that a 1-week delayed measurement
(T3) using a recognition task has added value for the detection
of memory deficits that remain undetected with the standard
20–30-minute delay. Second, we expect that with increased
delay duration confidence rates decrease, especially in
patients with low memory performance.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Design

Data collection was part of the multicentre cohort study “A
functional Architecture of the Brain for Vision” (FAB4V)
with the aim of assessing visual deficits in patients with ische-
mic stroke. Patients were admitted to one of the following
hospitals in the Netherlands: University Medical Center
Groningen (UMCG), Amsterdam University Medical
Center (AmsterdamUMC), Radboud University Medical
Center (Radboudumc), University Medical Center Utrecht (UMCU), Onze Lieve Vrouwe Gasthuis (OLVG), Maasziekenhuis Pantein, Rijnstate, Ommelander Ziekenhuis Groep, and St. Antonius Ziekenhuis and Diaconessenhuis. The assessment took place at either the UMCG, AmsterdamUMC, Radboudumc, or the UMCU between September 2015 and February 2020. The study was approved by the Medical Ethics Review Committee Utrecht (METC-No. 2015.372).

Participants
Consecutive patients with a diagnosis of ischemic stroke were recruited for this study. Inclusion criteria were (1) the presence of a symptomatic cerebral (cortical or subcortical) ischemic stroke, diagnosed by a neurologist, (2) age between 18 and 90, and (3) fluent in Dutch. Exclusion criteria were (1) diagnosis of another neurological disease than an ischemic stroke, (2) diagnosis of a non-neurological disease that affects cognitive function, (3) history of substance abuse, (4) history of cognitive decline or impairment in daily life prior to the stroke (score ≥ 3.6 on the Dutch version of the Informant Questionnaire on Cognitive Decline in the Elderly [IQCODE], De Jonghe, Schmand, Ooms, & Ribbe, 1997), and (5) presence of severe disturbances in consciousness or comprehension to the extent that task instructions could not be understood. The assessment took place between two weeks and two years post-stroke.

A healthy control group, matched on age, was recruited without a history of any neurological diseases and psychiatric disorders that affect cognitive function and without a history of substance abuse. Written informed consents in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki were obtained from all participants.

Neuroimaging
Stroke patients underwent a 3-T MRI scan as part of a large cohort study. At the Radboudumc and UMCG on the Siemens Magnetom Prisma, at the Amsterdam UMC and UMCU on the Philips R5. The sequence details for Siemens scanners were as follows: T2 FLAIR (TI = 1650ms, TR = 4800ms, TE = 484ms, [FOV] = 280mm, voxel size 0.9 × 0.9 × 0.9 mm³). For the Philips scanners, sequence details were T2 FLAIR (TI = 1650ms, TR = 4800ms, TE = 253ms, [FOV] = 250mm, voxel size 1.12 × 1.12 × 0.56 mm³). Stroke lesions were delineated using ITK-SNAP software (Yushkevich et al., 2006). Using the clinical toolbox for SPM, the FLAIR and binary lesion mask were normalized to an older adult MNI template (Crinion et al., 2007; Rorden et al., 2012).

FLAIR images were obtained from 73 patients. Missing MRI data were due to time restrictions (10), technical problems (4), no clear lesion on the scan despite diagnosis of ischemic stroke (4).

Neuropsychological Assessment
As part of the cohort study, all patients underwent a short neuropsychological assessment. These include the Dutch version of the National Adult Reading Test as an estimate of premorbid IQ (Schmand, Lindeboom, & Van Harskamp, 1992), the WAIS-IV Digit Span Forward and Backward to assess working memory (Wechsler, 2008), a one-minute Category Fluency Test (animal naming: Van Der Elst, Van Boxtel, Van Breukelen, & Jolles, 2006), the Trail Making Test for mental flexibility (Bowie & Harvey, 2006), and the Dutch 14-item Cognitive Screening Test (CST-14) (De Graaf & Deelman, 1991). The performance on these cognitive tests is included as an indication of the cognitive status of our patient sample.

Memory Assessment and Procedure
To assess ALF in visual episodic memory, we developed a computerized variant of the Doors Test (Schouten, Schiemanck, Brand, & Post, 2009), which is a subtest of the Doors and People Test (Baddeley, Emslie, & Nimmo-Smith, 2006). It consists of a four-alternative forced-choice paradigm, in which participants have to select a target picture of a door among three pictures of distractor doors (Figure 1). For our paradigm, we selected fifteen target doors and ninety distractor doors from the doors database of the University of York (https://www.york.ac.uk/res/doors). This database contains 2000 different doors, categorized on a range of variables including function, colour, age, condition, shape, door opening, glazing type, surrounding, and richness of detail. The fifteen target doors consecutively appeared in a random order at the center of a white computer screen. Each target door remained visible for 5 s. After the series of fifteen target doors, a series of fifteen four-alternative forced-choice arrays followed (T1). For each array, the patient had 13 s to select the target door from the distractors, by pressing 1, 2, 3, or 4 on the keyboard. In each array, the target door was matched with three distracter doors based on similarity in color, shape, and background details. After each response, participants indicated the confidence of their answer (1: “Very confident”, 2: “Quite confident”, 3: “Not confident” or 4: “It was a guess”).

After a 20–30 min delay, participants were asked to identify the 15 target doors in a four-alternative forced-choice array including a new set of distractor doors (T2). After a mean delay of 7 days [range 5–13 days], all participants were called by telephone and asked to open a link to the online version of the delayed Doors test that was sent by email. They were asked to immediately complete this test. Again, participants had to identify the 15 target doors in a four-alternative forced-choice array (with a new set of distractor doors, T3). Participants were informed beforehand about the phone call, to ensure they were home and able to take the test. However, participants were not informed of the exact nature of the phone call (they were told we had some additional questions).
Statistical Analyses

Forgetting scores

In this study, we used forgetting scores, calculated relative to T1 as general baseline. The forgetting scores reflect the forgotten items as a percentage of the items that are acquired at T1 and are calculated with Equations 1 and 2.

\[
\text{T2 forgetting score} = \frac{(\text{hits at } T1 - \text{hits at } T2)}{\text{hits at } T1} \times 100
\]

(1)

\[
\text{T3 forgetting score} = \frac{(\text{hits at } T1 - \text{hits at } T3)}{\text{hits at } T1} \times 100
\]

(2)

The recognition task has a four-item forced-choice design; therefore, it might be that participants performed better at T2 or T3 compared to T1. As we are interested in forgetting after initial acquisition, negative forgetting scores were set to 0, indicating that 0% of the initially learned items are forgotten.

In order to compare the increase in the proportion of forgotten items from T1 to T2, and T1 to T3, we performed a mixed-model ANOVA with T2 forgetting score and T3 forgetting score as within-subject factor and group (all patients taken together versus controls) as between subject factor. Effect sizes were expressed as \(\eta^2\). Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons were used in case of a significant main effect of time. In case of violation of the assumption of sphericity Greenhouse–Geisser correction was applied. Additionally, to check whether forgetting was not affected by rehearsal that could be the result of the initial learning capacity (Baddeley, Atkinson, Kemp, & Allen, 2019), we conducted a linear regression analysis in order to assess the association between T1 accuracy (learning capacity) and forgetting rates between T2 and T3. Forgetting rates between T2 and T3 reflect the forgotten items at T3 as a percentage of the items that are acquired at T2 and are calculated with Equation 3.

\[
\text{T2} - \text{T3 forgetting score} = \frac{(\text{hits at } T2 - \text{hits at } T3)}{\text{hits at } T2} \times 100
\]

(3)

Prevalence of RF and ALF within the patient group was calculated based on the performance of the stroke-free control group. A patient was identified with RF when he/she scored below 2 standard deviations of the mean of the control group on the T2 forgetting score. A patient was labeled as having ALF when he/she scored within 2 standard deviations from the mean of the control group on the T2 forgetting score and had a T3 forgetting score of more than 1.5 standard deviations above the mean of the T3 forgetting score of the control group (deviating forgetting score).

Comparability of the demographic characteristics of the patients without forgetting, patients with RF, patients with ALF, and healthy controls was assessed using one-way ANOVAs and chi-squared tests.

Confidence ratings

To establish the relative influences of memory accuracy, delay interval, and participant group (healthy controls, NF patients, RF patients, ALF patients) on memory confidence, we calculated the mean confidence for every participant for the trials with correct responses and those with incorrect responses. To assess how much participants adjust their judgment based on accuracy, a slope was calculated by subtracting the mean confidence for trials with correct responses from the mean for the trials with incorrect responses, per participant per time measurement.

Subsequently, two mixed-model ANOVAs were performed to test for the effect of group (healthy controls, NF patients, RF patients, ALF patients) and time (T1, T2, T3) on confidence ratings. Outcome measures were (1) the mean confidence rating, independent of accuracy and (2) the slope indicating the difference in confidence ratings between errors and hits. In case of significant main effects, Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons were used to assess which moments of measurement or groups differed.
Imputation of missing data

Due to software complications, there was a small amount of missing data for hits and errors in our sample. A total of 25 values were missing. At T1, 7 values were missing divided over 5 trials. At T2, 12 values were missing divided over 7 trials. At T3, 5 values were missing divided over 3 trials. As the missing data were completely at random (MCAR), we used the multiple imputation method for imputation, with age, education, sex, group, and scores (hits/misses) on every single item as predictors.

RESULTS

Stroke Patients versus Healthy Controls

A total of 91 stroke patients and 85 age-matched healthy controls were included in the study. There were no statistically significant differences in forgetting rates between controls and patients when all patients were taken together \[F(1, 174) = .91, p = .341, \eta_p^2 = .005\]. A significant main effect of measurement time was found \[F(1, 174) = 68.5, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .283\]. Both patients and controls had greater forgetting scores at T3 compared to T2. There was no time of measurement by group interaction effect \[F(1, 174) = .021, p = .885, \eta_p^2 = .000\]. T1 accuracy did not significantly predict the T2–T3 forgetting score in both controls \[R^2 = .000, F(1, 83) = .034, p = .855\] and patients \[R^2 = .001, F(1, 89) = .066, p = .798\].

Patient Sub-Groups

The prevalence of three different patterns of forgetting was examined. Totally, 15 patients (17%) showed ALF. They performed in the normal range on the T2 forgetting score, whereas their T3 forgetting scores were below 1.5 standard deviation from the mean of the control group. Twelve patients (13%) showed RF at T2. Sixty-three patients (70%) showed NF, as they had normal forgetting scores on both T2 and T3 compared to a healthy control group (see Table 1 for demographics of the patient subgroups and healthy controls and for cognitive profiles, mood states, and lesion characteristics of the patient subgroups). Figure 2 shows the lesion distribution of the three patient groups (see online supplementary materials S1 for lesion locations per individual in the RF and ALF subgroups). Figure 3 shows the mean accuracy of the patient subgroups and healthy controls per time of measurement.

Confidence Ratings

For mean confidence scores, independent of accuracy, a significant main effect of time of measurement was found \[F(1.62, 278.8) = 34.6, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .167\]. Pairwise comparisons showed that mean confidence scores decreased from T1 to T2 \(p = .002\), from T1 to T3 \(p < .001\), and from T2 to T3 \(p < .001\). A significant main effect for group was found \[F(3, 172) = 7.1, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .110\]. Healthy controls were more confident than NF patients \(p = .002\), RF patients \(p = .023\), and ALF patients \(p = .027\). No significant differences in confident ratings were found between the three subtypes of patients.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we evaluated the prevalence of ALF after stroke in comparison to the prevalence of RF and normal forgetting (relative to stroke-free controls). Furthermore, we investigated the effect of a longer delay on meta-cognitive confidence for these participants groups, using a visual recognition memory paradigm.

We demonstrated that ALF is present in a moderate amount of stroke patients. With 17% of the patients showing abnormal forgetting after a one-week delay without showing deviating scores on the standard delay, ALF appears to be even more prevalent in our stroke sample than RF shown already after a 20–30 min delay (which was the case in 13% of the patients). Adding a one-week delayed measurement may thus potentially be valuable for the identification of patients with memory decrement that are missed in standard clinical practice where a 20–30 min delay is the default. At group level, we did not find any significant differences in forgetting rates between stroke patients and controls. This is in line with previous findings on verbal recognition (as opposed to recall) tasks with a prolonged delay, where no difference was found between controls and patients with TIA or minor stroke (Geurts et al., 2019).

Our data support the notion by Fitzgerald et al. (2013) that ALF and RF are two distinct phenomena. This in contrast to the view of ALF as differing from RF only with respect to initial (i.e. at T2) severity of forgetting, as argued by Cassel et al. (2016) and Cassel and Kopelman (2019). One should note, however, that our study is not directly comparable with the work by Cassel et al. (2016) and Cassel and Kopelman (2019), as the studies differ on several methodological aspects, such as type of memory task, number of intervals, and matching procedure. However, in our sample, patients with ALF and RF show very different patterns of forgetting. Stroke patients who demonstrate ALF showed similar T2 forgetting rates as stroke-free individuals and stroke patients without memory problems, but high forgetting rates...
Table 1. Demographical characteristics of the no-forgetting patient group (NF), the patients with rapid forgetting (RF), the patients with accelerated long-term forgetting (ALF), and the healthy controls, and lesion characteristics and neuropsychological tests scores of the patient sub-groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NF patients (N = 64)</th>
<th>RF patients (N = 12)</th>
<th>ALF patients (N = 15)</th>
<th>Controls (N = 85)</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (mean ± SD)</td>
<td>62.3 ± 10.8</td>
<td>60.8 ± 6.4</td>
<td>66.9 ± 11.7</td>
<td>62.0 ± 11.4</td>
<td>.399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (m/f)</td>
<td>43/21</td>
<td>11/1</td>
<td>9/6</td>
<td>42/43</td>
<td>.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education level N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than primary school</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary education completed</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than primary education (no diploma)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower secondary education completed</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average-level education completed</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-level secondary education completed</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic degree</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of education (mean ± SD)</td>
<td>14 ± 3.3</td>
<td>13 ± 4.7</td>
<td>12 ± 4.5</td>
<td>14 ± 3.1</td>
<td>.183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location infarction N (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left hemisphere</td>
<td>26 (40.1)</td>
<td>3 (25.0)</td>
<td>3 (20.0)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right hemisphere</td>
<td>16 (25.0)</td>
<td>5 (41.7)</td>
<td>5 (33.3)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilateral</td>
<td>12 (18.8)</td>
<td>1 (8.3)</td>
<td>2 (13.3)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No MRI available</td>
<td>10 (15.6)</td>
<td>3 (25.0)</td>
<td>5 (33.3)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HADS Depression scale (N, M ± SD)</td>
<td>44, 3.3 ± 2.8</td>
<td>6, 6.2 ± 4.5</td>
<td>8, 2.9 ± 2.7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HADS Anxiety scale (N, M ± SD)</td>
<td>44, 4.4 ± 3.7</td>
<td>6, 3.2 ± 2.2</td>
<td>8, 5.5 ± 2.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NART-IQ (N, M ± SD)</td>
<td>60, 108.6 ± 13.3</td>
<td>10, 104.0 ± 15.1</td>
<td>14, 103.7 ± 16.9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digit Span Forward (N, M ± SD)</td>
<td>59, 8.4 ± 2.1</td>
<td>8.4 ± 1.5</td>
<td>13, 7.4 ± 1.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digit Span Backward (N, M ± SD)</td>
<td>59, 7.6 ± 2.0</td>
<td>10, 7.0 ± 2.2</td>
<td>13, 7.0 ± 1.4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic Fluency (N, M ± SD)</td>
<td>58, 21.3 ± 5.4</td>
<td>9, 21.7 ± 3.3</td>
<td>11, 20.5 ± 4.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trail Making Test - part A (N, M ± SD)</td>
<td>58, 37.7 ± 13.5</td>
<td>11, 45.8 ± 28.2</td>
<td>13, 49.5 ± 19.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trail Making Test - part B (N, M ± SD)</td>
<td>58, 91.8 ± 38.9</td>
<td>11, 99.9 ± 75.7</td>
<td>13, 118.4 ± 37.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive Screening Test (N, M ± SD)</td>
<td>49, 13.7 ± .7</td>
<td>8, 13.6 ± 1.1</td>
<td>12, 13.7 ± .4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.820</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Education level is expressed as 7 categories, based on the Dutch educational system (Duits & Kessels, 2014) that is comparable with the International Standard Classification of Education (UNESCO, 2011). The estimated years of education for comparison with the Anglo-Saxon educational system are presented for descriptive purposes (cf. Holstenbach et al., 1998); HADS: Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (Zigmund & Snaith, 1983); NART: National Adult Reading Test (Dutch version; Schmand, Lindeboom, & Van Harskamp, 1992).

during the prolonged delay. In contrast, stroke patients with RF did not show any further decline after T2. Although it was expected that ALF patients did not significantly differ from patients without memory problems on T2 forgetting scores (as we defined both groups by the fact that they performed within 2 standard deviations from the mean of the control group), according to the quantitative theory one would expect that the strength of the memory representation in ALF patients is already weaker at T2, though very subtly (Mayes, Hunkin, Isaac, & Muhler, 2019). There were no significant differences between the patient subgroups on any of the other cognitive or mood measures. Although the RF group’s mean absolute depressive symptoms score is slightly higher than the other group means, this difference was statistically not significant and none of the patients met the criteria for major depressive disorder. This indicates that the different patterns of forgetting do not reflect general cognitive dysfunction, differences in mood, or differences in time since stroke or lesion volume.

From a neural perspective, a qualitative difference between ALF and RF is also plausible. That is, RF has been associated with medial temporal lobe functioning (Squire et al., 2015), while ALF, as a deficit in the later stage of memory consolidation, might rely more on distributed cortical networks. Previous studies on epilepsy suggest that ALF is not related to hippocampal (Butler et al., 2009; Wilkinson et al., 2012) or temporal-lobe volume (Wilkinson et al., 2012), which is in line with our finding that ALF may occur in stroke patients without hippocampal lesions. Our study could not identify specific lesion characteristics (i.e., location or size) that explain which patients show which pattern of forgetting. One of the theories on ALF in epileptic patients is functional disconnection. This hypothesis suggests that seizures disrupt the neurophysiologic processes...
underlying long-term memory consolidation. Fitzgerald et al. (2013) demonstrated that subclinical epileptiform discharges disrupt the consolidation of memory, resulting in ALF. In stroke patients, reduced functional connectivity in the default mode network has been associated with episodic memory dysfunction, as measured by the delayed recall score on California Verbal Learning Test (Tuladhar et al., 2013). Future research should investigate whether RF and ALF

are associated with different patterns of reduced functional connectivity after stroke.

Regarding meta-cognitive confidence after stroke, stroke patients rate their memory confidence overall lower than healthy controls, regardless of their actual performance. An explanation for this finding may be that psychological and emotional effects of stroke may affect one’s self-appraisal and confidence (Wei et al., 2016). Furthermore, in all participants (healthy controls and the three groups of stroke patients), confidence decreased when the delay after encoding increased. Visual inspection of the data suggests that ALF patients rated their own memory performance lower compared to the other subtypes of patients and healthy controls, although this finding was not statistically significant. Especially at the one-week delayed test, ALF patients seemed less confident when giving correct answers compared to the other participants. This might indicate that the correct responses of ALF patients are more often based on weak familiarity, while the correct responses of the other patients might be more often based on recollection or strong familiarity. As familiarity is an indirect proxy for weaker memory capacity (Migo et al., 2012), this finding complements our previous finding in that memory of ALF patients is not only less accurate at T3 compared to other patients but is also weaker. This, however, needs to be replicated and examined in more detail in future research.

There are some limitations and strengths in the design of this study. A practical issue concerning recognition tasks in long-term forgetting is the effect of rehearsal that could be a result of (residual) learning capacity (Baddeley, Atkinson, Kemp, & Allen, 2019). However, as the aim of our research was to detect ALF, multiple tests for the same target items within the same person were necessary. Generally, this could result in a bias that patients with impaired learning capacity but normal rates of forgetting are easily mistaken for ALF (Baddeley et al., 2019). However, our data do not show faster forgetting in poorer learning performers. Hits on T1 (learning capacity) did not predict the forgetting rates between T2 and T3 in both the patient group and the healthy control group. Additionally, our data do not indicate a learning affect, as the control group did not show any increase in accuracy between T1, T2, and T3.

A second issue in memory research is that recognition tests are often less effortful and more susceptible for ceiling effects than recall tests, which could reduce the sensitivity of ALF measures (Elliott et al., 2014). Exploration of the distribution of the scores on T1, T2, and T3 in our sample, however, did not reveal any ceiling effects for any of the three time measurements. Furthermore, it is not possible to examine visual memory for stimuli such as the ones we used using a free-recall test.

A final important practical issue in ALF research concerns the debate on how forgetting rates can be compared when learning capacity may differ between groups (Loftus, 1985; Wheeler, Ewers, & Buonanno, 2003). As a solution for this

Figure 2. Lesion overlap map per subgroup, left is depicted on the left, coordinates are in MNI space, a) no-forgetting patient group (NF), b) the patients with rapid forgetting (RF), the patients with accelerated long-term forgetting (ALF).
problem, most studies assessed ALF after optimizing initial learning (Geurts et al., 2015), also called “learning to criterion”. However, our data show that initial learning does not substantially differ between our four groups. Therefore, we suggest that this potential confound has not affected the results of our study. Furthermore, a disadvantage of learning to criterion is that it may result in overlearning of the material, which, in turn, can lead to ceiling performances that mask early forgetting (Bell, 2006). In addition, optimizing initial learning does not reflect the learning and memory demands of most everyday situations (Geurts et al., 2019).

Future research should focus on functional connectivity to investigate networks underlying ALF and RF. In line with our suggestion that ALF and RF are two distinctive processes, relying on different parts of the brain, we expect disruptions in a distributed cortical network to be associated with ALF, while reduced functional connectivity between hippocampal areas and the cortex might be associated with RF. Based on the prevalence of both ALF and RF in stroke patients, stroke patients seem to be a suitable population for such network analysis.

To conclude, ALF often remains undetected in clinical practice in which the standard delay for testing is typically 20–30 min. This study complements previous research demonstrating that ALF patients show clearly distinguishable forgetting patterns compared to RF patients. ALF and RF seem to be two functionally distinct deficits. With this new set-up of the Doors, wherein patients can perform the one-week delay in their home environment, ALF measurement becomes feasible for clinical practice.
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